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Welcome to Cryftopia
Cryftopia is a special corridor within the SafeMoon Galaxy. In this part of the vast and
expanding galaxy you will find the perfect gifts based on blockchain technology.
The native inhabitants, known as Cryftopians, will ensure you touch the mind, body
and soul of everyone you send our way. Cryftopians have developed a first of its kind
blockchain gifting system which is easy for even the most novice users.
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Always know how your favorite ecosystem operates
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STAY UP TO DATE
Cryftopia is continually expanding!
It is your duty to ensure you have the
latest information we have available.
You will notice the Version number on
the top left of the cover and below.
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ABOUT

CRYFT LLC
Welcome aboard! You and your peers are going to love Cryftopia. Cryft
LLC is setting trends with our very own Gift Cards which operate
completely based on blockchain technology. Everything Cryft LLC does
will be focused on two very important points: User Experience and
Security.
With the focus on User Experience, we will touch the mind, body and
soul of you and your peers. Cryft LLC enables the seamless gifting of
blockchain collectibles, such as tokens and NFTs. We use the latest
proven services to ensure user information is safe and Secure.

Lorem ipsum
Member, Company
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the
printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum
has been the industry's standard dummy text
We’re building for a lifetime.
ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer
Gift the
tookmoon,
a galley with Cryft.
-- Josh Mink (senior Project Advisor)

MEET

THE TEAM
The members below are responsible for the future of Cryft LLC and each
user of our systems.
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CEO
Founder

Branden
Carrisalez

Josh
Mink
Sr. Project
Advisor

Chief Coms
Oﬃcer

Garrett
Hutslar

Stefanie
Willis

Financial
Advisor

Social Media
Expert

Discord Mod Team
Cryft_Morgan

adambom615

coopdog

Miro “CryftKnight”
kekoa

We are not gifting blockchain collectibles, we are
gifting memories which last forever.
-- Chad Scully (CEO, Founder)

CRYFT

VISION
Cryft LLC is unique, innovative and a first of its kind worldwide.
No other entity has done what Cryft LLC is doing!
The vision and end goal is being able to walk into every store, restaurant or
gift shop to find a Cryft Card. With the latest digital collectibles, such as
tokens and NFTs. You can pick a Cryft Card up for your friends and family as a
gift, and surprise them with the physical Cryft Card!

Cryft Cards

Cryft Token

are cryptocurrency gift cards in

is our oﬃcial cryptocurrency on the

your local store and online. Cryft

Binance Smart Chain. Cryft Token

Cards make it easier than ever to

builds the path between Cryft

gift crypto to even the most novice

Cards and the world of blockchain

user. Gift, learn and interact with

collectibles. Cryft Token has 10%

the latest tokens & NFTs with Cryft.

tax on buy & sell, 0% on transfer.

CryftMark NFTs

Cryft Zone

from Cryft LLC ensure memories

is our online arcade with custom

live forever on the blockchain. Gift

games made by Cryft LLC. Here you

our digital greeting cards and you

can compete against all other

will certainly make your mark with

Cryftopians for a prize. Watch out

every moment.

for the next Cryft Zone promo!

SafeMoon
A human-focused
technology and innovation
business expanding
blockchain technologies for
a brighter tomorrow.

SAFEMOON

PARTNERSHIP
SafeMoon.com
Cryft LLC is dedicated to the vision, community and token of SafeMoon. Cryft
LLC and SafeMoon combine technologies to bring blockchain to the masses.

Cryft LLC is a SafeMoon Comet Partner.
This comet parternership enables our
community, token and vision to reach
far beyond our ecosystem.

The launch of our second version of the
oﬃcial Cryft Token is exclusive to the
SafeMoon swap. We are happy to show
Cryft Token a successful Hyper Launch!

ABOUT

CRYFT TOKEN
Cryft Token is the first gifting token of its kind on any blockchain. Our oﬃcial
token is named Cryft (CRYFT) and resides on the Binance Smart Chain. Cryft
Token builds the bridge between Cryft Cards and all blockchain collectibles.
Cryft Token is a completely unique BEP20 token made by Cryft LLC and
audited by Dessert Finance.
Whenever trading Cryft Token outside the SafeMoon Wallet, ensure
you are trading the oﬃcial address. Verify below before trading.
0x750db8B9c66d7fcE0a8a0e859c6D46b28Dc4972C

SafeMoon
Liquid Mirroring*
Reflectionary
Anti-Whale (3mil Max Tx Size)

10% Tax on Buy & Sell
0% Tax on Transfers
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MORE COMING SOON!
Visit the oﬃcial Cryft LLC Linktree for
all social profiles

Linktr.ee/cryft

